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1.BUILDING
BETTER
BUSINESSES

WELCOME TO OUR 2021
SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
It’s been another turbulent year - Covid has continued to affect
communities, trade and supply chains, while Russia’s invasion of Ukraine
has reshaped power politics and the global economy forever. Both
events have changed the way we live, consume, and invest and will
continue to affect many aspects of our personal and professional lives.
Overall, our portfolio has shown good resilience through the crisis,
and we believe that a key contributing factor is our multi-stakeholder
approach. By navigating our effects on customers, employees, suppliers,
communities, and the planet, we can take a long-term, strategic
approach to value creation. We also made two new investments in the
period, as presented on pages 20 and 28.
The impact of the past two years has changed the way we work and, in turn,
how we build trust in a more virtual world. For us this has meant listening to
our people, understanding how they want to work, agreeing on values and
continuing to invest in talent development. This evolution was a key driver in
the firm’s decision to become a B Corporation, a recognition of a company’s
high environmental, social and governance (ESG) standards. To further
cement the firm’s commitment, we have changed our Articles of Association
to reflect ‘profit with purpose’ as outlined in more detail on page 42.

"
Overall, our portfolio
has shown good resilience
through the crisis,
and we believe that
a key contributing
factor is our multistakeholder approach."
MAURO MORETTI
PARTNER AND IC CHAIRMAN
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From a sustainability perspective, there have been some positive market
developments. The COP 26 summit in Glasgow has focused the world and
business leaders alike to double-down on the climate crisis to address
one of the biggest intergenerational challenges of our time. We also saw
the Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation in the European Union
(SFDR) increase disclosure requirements through the creation of more
financial bodies, such as the newly created International Sustainability
Standards Board (ISSB) of the IFRS Foundation. We welcome these
developments as we believe that they will improve disclosure standards
and generate more transparency in sustainable finance.
With this in mind, the following report aims to publicly share our ESG
results, covering our 2021 portfolio performance, case studies, and
improvements we’ve been working on at firm level. Simply put, this details
our way of trying to contribute to a more sustainable future.
We look forward to engaging with you further and welcome your
feedback on the report.

(Mauro Moretti)
Partner and IC Chairman

Unless otherwise noted, all data is as of June 2022. The report covers the period June 2021 to June 2022.
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THCP OFFICES

ABOUT THCP

THCP FOCUS COUNTRIES

Founded in 2013, THCP is an innovative investment
house providing flexible capital solutions to
successful entrepreneurs and management teams
in the European mid-market.
THCP is a pioneer in European structured capital,
having financed the growth of many of Europe’s
highest quality entrepreneur-led businesses. THCP
captures extensive sponsorless dealflow through a
distinctive offering for business owners in need of
a value-add partner. We offer tailored, less dilutive
financing solutions as well as a unique network of
Europe’s leading industrial holdings, family offices
and entrepreneurs.

With offices in London, Milan and Luxembourg,
THCP operates with a team of c.60 professionals
(including its parent company Atypical Partner) and
with c.€2 billion of assets under management across
four funds and related co-investment vehicles.
THCP is supported by an engaged and diverse
base of private wealth and blue-chip institutional
investors across its vintages, with a high degree of
re-investment. Over time, THCP has grown its investor
base to include a geographically diverse mix of
names, including Canadian pension funds, Sovereign
wealth funds, European insurers, US endowments and
foundations, as well as global fund of funds.

FUND HIGHLIGHTS

FIRM HIGHLIGHTS

€1BN

3

OF COMMITMENTS DEPLOYED

15%

TARGET NET IRR ACHIEVED ACROSS
ALL SPONSORLESS DEALS*

15,940

EMPLOYEES SUPPORTED ACROSS
OUR PORTFOLIO

LONDON
LUXEMBOURG

MILAN

OF OFFICES ACROSS CONTINENTAL
EUROPE & UK

CURRENT THCP INVESTOR TYPE AND GEOGRAPHY*

C.60

1,8%

10,2%
9,1%

EXPERIENCED PROFESSIONALS

9,1%

1,8%
15,3%

15,3%

15,3%

3,7%

9,5%

9,1%

6,7%

5,4%

NATIONALITIES REPRESENTED

5,4%

6,7%

6,7%

5,4%

5,4%

5,2% 5,2%
5,2%

6,9%

29,6%

4,7%

29,6%

29,6%

29,6%

5,1%
0,6%
0,6%

0,6%

Wealth Manager
Wealth Manager
Wealth Manager
Family Office
Family Office
Family Office
HNWI

HNWI

29,1%
0,6%
HNWI

Other
Other
UK 1.8%

Spain 3.3%
Other
Spain

WealthEndowment
Manager
Family
Office
HNWI
Other
UK
Endowment
/ Foundation
Endowment
/ Foundation
Public
/ Foundation
Pension
Public Pension
Public Pension
Fund of Funds
Fund of Funds
Fund of Funds
Private Pension
Private Pension
Private Pension
Endowment
/Insurance
Foundation
Pension
Insurance
Insurance Public
Asset Manager
Asset Manager
Asset Manager
Insurance

22,5%

5,2%

5,1%
5,1% 5,1%
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2,3%

6,7%

+10

*Performance stated as at 31 March 2022 across THCP I, II & III, Legacy Portfolio. Past performance is not indicative of future performance.

4,2%

8,5%
1,8%
10,2%1,8%10,2%

10,2%
9,1%

8,7%

15,3%

Fund of Funds

USA 7.9%

Private Pension

Luxemborug 2.2%
France
Luxembourg

DACH

Italy

USA

Singapore

ROW

Canada

Signapore 19.8%

Asset Manager

*Based on aggregated commitments across all prior THCP vintages. All data as at June 2022.
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Italy 28.4%

DACH 15.4%
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YEAR IN REVIEW
JULY 2021 - JUNE 2022

JUNE
THCP INVITED TO GLOBAL STEERING
GROUP FOR IMPACT INVESTMENT (GSG)
JANUARY
INVESTMENT IN SEC NEWGATE

JULY
ACT EXIT
DECEMBER
INVESTMENT IN PROJECT LALA

THCP exits ACT, a leading provider of
market-based solutions for reducing
carbon footprints after having invested
back in 2018. The investment generated
a 2.3x return.

BUILDING ENERGY EXIT

THCP undertakes its first platform
investment, building and operating
a member’s club backing the
experienced entrepreneur
Gary Landesberg.

THCP agrees to sell the electric vehicle charging
subsidiary of Building Energy, a prior vintage
portfolio company, to Eni, the Italian multinational
oil and gas company. The investment has
generated a 2.2x return.

RECYCLING LIVES
SUSTAINABILITY REVIEW

B CORP APPLICATION

THCP launches a full strategic sustainability
review of market trends to help position
Recycling Lives as a leader in the circular
economy, further driving value creation
opportunities.

The firm submits its B Corp application to
recognise its high environmental, social
and governance standards.

THCP was delighted to join other leaders across finance,
business and philanthropy from 35 member states for
the three days of of engaging discussion in Italy on the
future of impact investing.

THCP provides capital to global communications
group SEC Newgate, which is currently
pending B Corp certification. SEC provides
communication services, advocacy and
research to corporates and institutions.

THCP-BACKED STUDENT IMPACT
FUND SELECTS FIRST INVESTMENT
London Business School’s student-led impact
fund gets go ahead from the Investment
Committee to invest in Thinkerbell Labs, an
Indian tech-start up developing Braille literacy
devices. This initiative is sponsored by
THCP's foundation.

EXPANSION OF CHARITY PARTNERSHIP
WITH STICHTING COOPERATIEKRING
AMSTERDAM (‘SCA’)
SCA is a Dutch foundation which supports local charity
initiatives in Amsterdam that bridge the socio-economic
gap for children from disadvantaged backgrounds,
focusing on equality of opportunity in education.

ACCESS ASPIRATION
EMPLOYABILITY PROGRAMME

THCP LAUNCHES SERIES OF
HEALTH AND WELLBEING

THCP's employees engage with the Mayor's
Fund for London supporting the Access
Aspiration programme sharing experiences
and mentoring 16-18 year old students.

A firm-wide initiative, designed by our
employees, which organises a series of
sessions on individual wellbeing and
mental health with external speakers.

COLLABORATION WITH
IMPACT FRONTIERS
THCP gets invited to join the Impact
Frontiers network, a global peer learning
collaboration for impact investors based
on the Impact Management Project (IMP).

2 0 2 1
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THCP VOLUNTEERS FOR THE MBA
IMPACT INVESTING NETWORK AND
TRAINING (MIINT) PROGRAMME
THCP mentors students to source, diligence and present
early stage impact investment ideas to an expert judging
committee. In April with 630 participating students, the Yale
School of Management team wins the competition and
enables a $50K investment in their chosen company.

2 0 2 2
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KEY HIGHLIGHTS 2021
PORTFOLIO ESG
PERFORMANCE*:
Throughout 2021, our portfolio has made
good progress on ESG management, as
illustrated on the right hand side.
Whilst the biggest leap was achieved in
the years 2019 to 2020, we are pleased to
see that our businesses have continuously
upgraded their ESG processes in 2021.
In particular, the focus has been more on
environmental management, diversity and
inclusion, as well as sound governance
mechanisms.

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

ENVIRONMENTAL
POLICY ADOPTED

FORMALISED
EMPLOYEE POLICIES

CODE OF BUSINESS ETHICS
& ANTICORRUPTION POLICY

2021

+14%
57%

2021


86%

+15%
86%

2020

+43%
43%

2020

+19%
86%

+21%
71%

2019

0%

2019

67%

50%

STRATEGY FOR ENERGY
EFFICIENCY / RENEWABLES

WELLBEING &
H & S PROGRAMMES

2021


71%

2021


100%

2020

+21%
71%

2020

+33%
100%

+3%
86%

2019

50%

2019

67%

83%

ACTION PLAN
TO REDUCE EMISSIONS

+14%
100%

MORE THAN 20% SENIOR
FEMALE LEADERSHIP

DIVERSITY
& INCLUSION POLICY

2021


57%

2021

+15%
86%

71%

2020

+24%
57%

2020

+38%
71%

+21%
71%

2019

33%

2019

33%

50%

REGULARLY TEST RESILIENCE
OF BUSINESS MODEL
AT BOARD LEVEL

GHG EMISSIONS
MEASURED

SKILL DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMMES**

2021

+14%
57%

2021


86%

2020

+43%
43%

2020

+19%
86%

2019

0%

2019

67%

*THCS III ESG survey data as at FY21 year-end for each respective portfolio company.
Data excludes Project La La as the business was only recently incorporated.
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GUIDELINES FOR CYBER,
INFORMATION & IP SECURITY
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+14%
100%
+19%
86%
67%

**Only counts businesses that have at least 70% of employees in skill development programmes
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LO O K I N G
AHEAD
In an increasingly volatile world, riddled with conflict
and disease, the importance of externalities has
been highlighted. Within our microcosm, we believe
the best we can do to alleviate some of the global
challenges present not just throughout the year but
for decades to come, is to focus on our investment
strategy to build better and more sustainable
businesses where we can.
Sustainability has formed a core part of the firm’s
strategy from inception, and as announced last year,
we cemented our commitment further by hiring a
senior Head of Sustainability & ESG, Stefanie Kneer.
With her support, we have initiated a process to
advance our internal ESG processes and policies
to transition into market leaders. We have updated
our Exclusion Policy, while we are currently
updating our Sustainability Policy to further embed
ESG considerations throughout our investment
process. With these enhancements, we believe we
can become thought leaders in sustainable
structured finance.
12
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Post-investment, we want to deepen our engagement
with our businesses – where can we help mitigate risk and
accelerate growth through best-in-class ESG practices?
We are exploring the idea of codifying the learnings and
tools used for impact and value creation across the portfolio
so that they can be used by multiple teams across THCP.
Also, in light of SFDR and the mandatory performance
disclosure next year, we want to strengthen our data
gathering procedures and data quality of ESG indicators
to also support better performance management at
portfolio level.
Lastly, at firm-level, by the next annual report we hope to
report that we have become a B Corp, joining a community
of like-minded businesses and investment managers. We
also plan to continue to continue our advocacy by sharing
our learnings to help grow the market. Likewise, we want to
keep learning from the practitioners and networks that we
are part of, such as the British Private Equity & Venture Capital
Association (BVCA) and its Italian equivalent, AIFI, and the
Impact Frontiers network for better impact measurement and
management.
13

2.ESG
AT FUND
LEVEL
This section provides an introduction to THCP’s approach
to ESG, including how we practically embed our processes
throughout the investment cycle. Our THCP Spotlight
takes a deep dive into the ESG review of the value creation
team’s work at portfolio company Recycling Lives. Finally,
we delve into the THCS III portfolio results of the 2021
ESG Survey.

14
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THCP’S MATERIAL ESG FACTORS:
ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

CLIMATE ACTION

DECENT EMPLOYEMENT

PURPOSE-LED BUSINESS

• Greenhouse gas emissions

• Employment standards & rights

• Ethics & values

• Climate change adaptation

• Health, safety & wellbeing

• Anti-bribery & corruption

• Energy consumption
and efficiency

• Learning & development

• Long-term orientation

NATURAL RESOURCES

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

• Water consumption

• Equal opportunity

• Executive & alignment

• Raw materials use

• Equal pay

• Board structure & independence

WASTE MANAGEMENT

VALUE CHAIN

TRANSPARENCY

• Hazardous and
non-hazardous waste

• Supply chain management

• ESG reporting

• Product design

• Selling practices
& labelling

• Shareholder and
investor rights

INNOVATION

SOCIETY

RISK MANAGEMENT

• Renewable and alternative
energy sources

• Community engagement

• Internal controls

• Partnerships

• Regulatory compliance

OUR APPROACH TO ESG
THCP believes that responsible ownership and
business success go hand-in-hand. Our goal is
to ensure that our investments create attractive
commercial returns for our investors, whilst
mitigating negative effects and contributing
positively to people and the environment. Our focus
on ESG factors allows us to make more informed
investment decisions and build better, more resilient
businesses. Specifically, managing ESG issues
within our portfolio companies is a true long-lasting
competitive advantage – it can lead to stronger
brands and pricing power, greater operational
efficiencies, lower costs, greater employee
satisfaction and productivity, reduced exposure to
regulatory risk and improved customer loyalty.
Given our investment strategy, which tends to
take minority positions in our portfolio companies,
alignment in values and true partnership with
entrepreneurs is crucial to optimise for value and
positive sustainable outcomes. We are well placed to
be hands on partners – we take an active role on the
board and support our businesses with our extensive
network, guidance, and our in-house sustainability
and value creation team to drive growth plans.
This section provides an overview of the core
ESG areas that we consider most material to
our businesses, the alignment with the the UN
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and how we
integrate sustainability in the investment cycle.

FOCUS ON MATERIAL
ESG CONSIDERATIONS
Throughout our investment process we aim to
ensure that we are aware of the material commercial
and ESG related performance challenges and
opportunities. Based on the types of assets and
sectors we typically invest in, we have therefore
identified a core set of ESG areas that are most
material to our businesses. In 2019, with the support
of Sancroft, the sustainability consultancy, we
designed a comprehensive ESG survey following
the Sustainable Accounting Standard Board (SASB)
guidelines, capturing c.40 distinct ESG factors and
KPIs. A summary of the factors can be found on the
next page, and the full survey in the appendix of this
document. For new investments, the survey serves
as a diligence tool, and for the existing portfolio to
measure progress throughout the year.
Since 2019, we also increasingly use the SDGs not
only as a lens to identify our most material ESG
topics, but also to describe the outcomes of the core
business model of our portfolio.
We believe businesses have an important role to
play in generating positive change and the SDGs can
help us identify and prioritise our goals.

• Environmental standards

16
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• Remuneration & reward

• Data protection & cyber security
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EMBEDDING ESG THROUGHOUT OUR INVESTMENT CYCLE
PRE-INVESTMENT
The investment team is guided by the processes and
guidelines set out in our Responsible Investment
Policy. Supported by the Head of Sustainability, the
investment team is responsible for ensuring that
material ESG factors are fully integrated into the
investment analysis.
Our ESG survey and KPI tracking tool then help us
work with portfolio companies to identify risks,

SOURCE

• Identify attractive
businesses by applying a
commercial and ESG lens
• Ensure businesses are
compliant with our
Responsible Investment
Policy and Exclusion List

potential value drivers and draft an action plan. Our
emphasis is on being practical when undertaking
our ESG screen - making it a conversation about
operational excellence and market trends.
At Investment Committee, the commercial and
ESG findings are discussed side by side in order to
evaluate the full potential of the asset.

SELECT

• ESG assessment to identify
material risk and return
factors leveraging the ESG
survey
• Evaluate with investment
teams the current and
future ESG potential
alongside the commercial
value proposition

POST-INVESTMENT
We work closely with management teams throughout
the investment process to identify potential ESG
value drivers. Post-investment, these insights serve
as a baseline to draw-up value creation initiatives
and agree on an action plan.

Embedding appropriate governance structures and
assigning responsibility for ESG related topics at
board level, we collect updates on ESG initiatives
quarterly and undertake a holistic ESG review on an
annual basis.

We also collaborate to help our businesses quantify,
measure and monitor their performance on an ongoing
basis to drive better decision-making.

At exit, we support our entrepreneurs with identifying
suitable growth opportunities

ENGAGE

• Collaborate with
management teams to
define long-term vision
and design action plan
to accelerate growth
• Embed ESG in shortterm and long-term value
creation activities
• Establish board level
accountability for ESG

MEASURE
AND MANAGE

EXIT

• Define core business and
relevant ESG KPIs for the
business to track

• Assess and evidence
legacy of THCP activities
upon exit

• Quarterly progress update
to the boards and annual
assessment through ESG
survey tool

• Support crafting the
narrative from acquisition
to exit

• Review based on survey
insights to re-define
strategy and action plan

• Assist businesses in future
buyer selection

ENABLE STRONG AND
RESPONSIBLE EXITS

18
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Invested <10 m ago

Recycling
Lives

Goal
Systems

20
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 Dedalus

SEC

Newgate

Environmental policy

Waste management

↑
↑

Energy consumption

↑

↑

GHG
measurement

↑

↑

Employment policy

↑

↑

↑

↑

↑

↑

Talent management
strategy

Health & Safety
and Wellbeing

↑
↑

↑

↑

↑

↑

↑

Community engagement

↑

↑

↑
↑

↑

↑

↑
↑

Code of Conduct /
Anticorruption

ESG management

↑
DEVELOPED

Risk management

Cyber security

↑
↑

Diversity & Inclusion
policy

GOVERNANCE

Throughout the upcoming year, we are committed to further accelerate our ESG
engagement across the THCS III portfolio, aiming to deepen ESG’s role within
investment processes and embed our processes through the deployment of
the new THCS IV fund. We have plans to enact in-depth ESG reviews with
a handful of management teams to better support the development and
execution of their respective ESG initiatives. This is exemplified through our work
with RECYCLING LIVES over the past 12 months, as further outlined on p.22.

 SAHG

SOCIAL

Whilst portfolio company RECYCLING LIVES, a UK waste management
and recycling business founded on the principles of creating social value,
has shown the most acceleration of ESG practices in the year thanks to its
external ESG review, we also are pleased to report that many of our existing
businesses have started new initiatives. For example, TRAK, the vehicle
telematics company, is developing a sustainability report and increased ESG
communication. Hotel operator BOREALIS has spent time retraining 90% of
its staff due to low occupancy levels during the pandemic. Restaurant chain
SANT AMBROEUS now orders smaller quantities of ingredients in an effort
to reduce waste and manage the cost of goods sold more effectively. Whilst
ACT, an environmental commodities platform with strong ESG credentials,
was exited during the period, two new businesses were invested in. Firstly,
PROJECT LALA, a platform investment to launch a new global members’ club,
followed by the global communications group SEC NEWGATE. While building
the members’ club from the bottom-up in conjunction with the PROJECT LALA
team, we believe there is strong potential to thread sustainability aspects
throughout its operations. We will update you on progress in the next report.
The initial ESG due diligence carried out on SEC NEWGATE has confirmed
that focus on people and governance is core to the group’s strategy, while the
business is also pursuing B Corp certification.

Borealis

ENVIRONMENTAL

As introduced in the Highlights section on p.10, and further illustrated on the
current facing page, we have summarised progress across ESG practices in
operations and policies at portfolio company level, with more detailed case
studies to follow overleaf. We classify each company’s ESG efforts factors
as either developed, emerging or to be developed, further noting where
specific upgrades have been made in the last 12 months. Akin to 2020’s results,
improvements to social and governance factors have remained a focus, while
less environmental practices have been formalised. This is in part explicable
due to the fact that most of the THCS III portfolio have asset-light business
models, therefore environmental policies are a less relevant area of focus.

Trak

↑

THCS III PORTFOLIO
RESULTS OF ESG ASSESSMENT
THCP is proud of the ESG progress that its portfolio has made both from
inception and across the reporting period. The 2021 ESG survey includes
all portfolio companies within THCS III, with data captured in line with the
respective company’s FY21 year-end. The survey excluded ACT, given that
THCS III has now exited the business, and PROJECT LA LA, as the business
was only recently incorporated.



EMERGING

TO BE DEVELOPED

↑

UPGRADED IN LAST 12 MONTHS

Note: During the period THCS III exited ACT. Project La La was excluded as the business was only recently incorporated.
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THCP
S P OT L I G H T
VALUE CREATION

22
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THCP'S VALUE CREATION TEAM
Sustainability forms a core thematic focus within our
investment strategy, as we believe that businesses
that benefit from sustainability tailwinds optimise
long-term value creation. THCP’s goal is to build
a differentiated approach compared with other
structured capital providers of a similar size through
our hands-on approach to ESG integration and support
post-investment. Although still early in our journey, we
have taken the important step of investing in the firm’s
resources to build a strong value creation team, with
a senior Head of Sustainability at its core. With deep
expertise in strategy, operations, digital, technology,
branding and sustainability, the value creation team
works as an active partner across the deal cycle to
drive sustainable growth. The engagement can range
from shorter specific exercises such as a rebranding,
to a longer multi-year strategy reset with multiple value
creation team members involved. To illustrate some of
these efforts, below we explore our recent sustainability
strategy review at portfolio company Recycling Lives.

23

RECYCLING LIVES
Recycling Lives ("RL") is a UK waste and recycling
business that became part of the THCP portfolio in
2018. The business is recognised as a UK leader for its
unique approach of combining business and charity
– in its own words giving material and people a
second chance. Its eponymous business model puts
social inclusion at its core by using its commercial
operations in recycling and waste management to
support and sustain charity programmes for offender
rehabilitation and residential support. Its vision is
to successfully align impact with business to build
better communities and create long-term social value
in addition to the environmental and financial value
generated from its core business activities.
As well as enjoying significant and sustained
commercial growth in recent years, with revenues
tripling since THCP’s investment, the business
has created social value worth millions. While the
financial impact of RL’s rehabilitation programme
alone is impressive, creating c.£22 million of reported
social value per financial year, its real-life impact
is even more poignant. Whereas in the UK the
national reoffending rate is c.65%, and successive
governments have struggled to bring this rate down,
for RL's employees this is less than 5%.

The business not only provides employment
opportunities to ex-offenders but supports them
more widely in their path to rehabilitation and financial
independence. The programme includes developing
life skills, earning qualifications, and undertaking work
placements with a view to moving into purposeful
work and stable housing. This level of support
allows ex-offenders to reintegrate into society more
effectively by removing the financial and social barriers
often faced on release. To date, 228 ex-offenders have
been rehabilitated and supported into work.
SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY REVIEW
RL’s business model proves that companies do not
need to choose between commercial or social value, in
fact the two can work harmoniously together. Its rapid
growth in recent years, expanding from a strong regional
player to a growing national business, illustrates the
efficacy of its unique model. THCP’s goal is to ensure that
our investments create attractive commercial returns
for our investors, whilst mitigating negative effects and
contributing positively to people and the environment.
After identifying RL's sustainability potential, THCP’s
value creation team, with the support of RL's senior
management, performed periodic strategy reviews,
incorporating our expertise across sustainability,
financing, operations and strategy. In Q4 2021, THCP
engaged an external agency to assist with further
research on recent sustainability trends, with the goal
of positioning RL as a leader in the circular economy.

"
With the excellent support provided from
the THCP value creation team we have
been able to accelerate key initiatives
like B Corp, Digital Transformation,
and our Energy Efficiency/Reduction

THCS III PORTFOLIO
RESULTS OF ESG ASSESSMENT
DIAGNOSTIC
THCP engaged an external agency to provide extra capacity with
regard to market research. The review began by identifying significant
environmental head and tailwinds in the UK, as well as the wider
European market, to enact THCP’s vision of repositioning RL as a
circular economy leader. Themes explored included the EU’s plan to
become carbon neutral by 2050, and its implications of decarbonising
the steel sector, waste management compliance, the imminent rise of
electric vehicles and transparency around impact measurement and
management to name a few. These industry and regulatory trends were
viewed as key to future customer needs, forming the basis of growth
plan discussions.

PRIORITISATION
Working through some of these trends and sizing the market
opportunity, the teams collectively prioritised a set of workstreams to
accelerate growth:
•
G rowth opportunities and future proofing - evaluating new
sustainability-driven growth opportunities for the sector such as
green steel, electric vehicles and advisory services
• Sustainability and impact - ranging from expanding our social impact
programme to more prisons, to evaluating pathways to net zero, to
becoming a B Corp, certifying the high ESG standards under which the
business operates

programmes, setting the business up

• Efficiency and capability- building further capacity within existing sites
and improving energy usage for operations using data monitoring
systems

for long-term growth."

• M &A and integration - create more capacity and synergies from
regional coverage through potential acquisitions

RECYCLING LIVES
24
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SPOTLIGHT INTERVIEW

2021

ACCELERATION

INITIATIVES

Post-review, a project charter for each new initiative was
drawn-up, to keep track of actions, timelines and resource
needed to successfully deliver each workstream. RL also set up
a project sustainability committee in order to encourage further
idea exchange across the different initiatives.

A snapshot of the new initiatives and respective progress
against timelines.

Q3

Q4

Discussion with Andrew Hodgson, Executive Chairman and Gerry
Marshall, CEO of Recycling Lives

1. EV Batteries recycling
2. ASR Pyrolysis
Tech DD launched

3. Tyres Pyrolysis
Go/no go in-house
recycling

4. Green steel opportunity
5. Advisory services

Go/no go

6. Packaging compliance

Go/no go

7. GHG reduction project
Scope 1+2 available

8. Offender social program

Net zero target set

Program implemented

9. ISO Certification extension
Survey conducted

10. Employee satisfaction survey

Go/no go

12, Supplier code of conduct

MONITORING
RL’s future growth plans are part of ongoing discussions at the board, with
progress measured and reviewed regularly. Initial milestones achieved to
date are listed below. RL is a prime example of THCP using its dedicated
internal team function to apply a sustainability lens across all business
functions, successfully driving long term value creation plans for the business
and increasing its readiness for exit.

DATA DRIVEN
TARGETS
FOR ENERGY
AND MACHINE
MANAGEMENT

4,000 TONNES
OF CO2 SAVED
THROUGH SCOPE
1& 2EMISSION
REDUCTIONS

"We joined the RL team in April 2020 when Executive Chairman and
founder Steve Jackson decided to step down."
HOW HAVE YOU FOUND WORKING WITH THE THCP
VALUE CREATION TEAM?
"We have been working really closely since the beginning.
With the excellent support provided from the THCP value creation
team we have been able to accelerate key initiatives like B Corp, Digital
Transformation, and our Energy Efficiency/Reduction programmes,
setting the business up for long-term growth.

11. ESG reporting

IMPROVED
METAL
EXTRACTION YIELD
ABOVE MARKET
STANDARDS

WHEN DID YOU START WORKING WITH THCP?

THE FIRST
ELECTRIC
VEHICLE
DISMANTLED

We also believe that they truly expanded our knowledge of ESG and
sustainability with up-to-date market insights, also generating specific
ESG opportunities through their extended network."
HAS YOUR FUTURE VISION OF RL CHANGED FOLLOWING THE WORK
THAT HAS BEEN UNDERTAKEN?
"We are a business already with a strong social and environmental
mission, but we want to be recognised as a true sustainability leader.
Having done a far-reaching assessment we have identified multiple
opportunities to expand our business model both in terms of impact
and commercial success, growing from the core and adding adjacent
revenue streams in the future."
WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE YOU OTHER PORTFOLIO
COMPANIES CONSIDERING UNDERTAKING A SIMILAR EXERCISE
WITH THE THCP VALUE CREATION TEAM?

DEVELOPMENT
OF OWN ENERGY
SOLUTION
USING ASR
TECHNOLOGY
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APPLIED
FOR B CORP
CERTIFICATION
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ROLLED OUT
FIRST PRISON
WORKSHOPS IN
SOUTH EAST

ENHANCED
CAPACITY
FROM FIRST
SEA SHIPMENT

"The team works in partnership with businesses to find practical
opportunities and solutions tailored to each of the portfolio companies.
Don't be shy to engage with the value creation team as soon as possible,
as they act not just as advisors, but act as true business partners."

27

CAS E
ST U D I E S
The following pages provide a detailed summary of the
THCS III portfolio, illustrating the themes that drive our
different investment strategies and the progress that has
been made in ESG during the period.
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RECYCLING LIVES

GOAL SYSTEMS

A waste and recycling business generating significant positive
environmental and social value through its partner charity
Recycling Lives (“RL”) is a UK waste management and recycling business
for corporates and local authorities. Founded in 2008, the business
ensures the success of its commercial operations delivering more than just
environmental and economic value, RL creates tangible social value through
its partner, the Recycling Lives Charity. Its programmes include ex-offender
rehabilitation and residential support, helping the most vulnerable find a
path to rehabilitation and financial independence.
RL has quadrupled revenues since 2017, while delivering tangible
environmental and social impact. By identifying relevant sustainability
trends, RL has a unique opportunity to reposition the business as a circular
economy leader. Through a combination of THCP’s support and RL's
management, the company is implementing an action plan to further drive
upside through efficiency ESG and acquisition programs.

INDUSTRY: Recycling and
Waste Management
DATE OF INVESTMENT: 2018
HQ: UK
DEAL TYPE: Shareholder Reorg.
SDG ALIGNMENT:

A global software provider optimising planning and scheduling for the
mass transit and transportation sector
Goal Systems ("Goal") provides mass transport operators with optimisation
software to support transit planners maximise access and service levels
and operators to minimize operational cost and resource utilisation.
Its products address a variety of client needs, from timetabling, vehicle
scheduling, crew/driver scheduling and rostering, maintenance
management for bus and train providers, improving the efficiency,
and competitiveness of their operations. Founded in 1992 in Madrid,
it provides solutions in more than 25 countries across Europe, Latin
America, the Middle East and Asia.

INDUSTRY: Transportation
Software
DATE OF INVESTMENT: 2019
HQ: Spain
DEAL TYPE: Growth capital,
buy-out
SDG ALIGNMENT:

Whilst 2020/21 was a challenging year due to the pandemic and
resulting low levels of ridership, 2022/23 outlook is positive with a
strong project pipeline and a continuous focus on product investment.

THEME

Resource efficiency and enablement of the circular economy

THEME

TRENDS

Growth in affordable mass transit solutions to help tackle pollution, congestion
and environmental footprint of transport ecosystem

Population growth and
overconsumption lead to vast
volumes of waste

Increased regulatory pressure away
from landfill towards recycling

Consumers increasingly favour brands
with a commitment to sustainability

TRENDS

70% of people globally expected to
live in cities by 2050, needing public
transport

Rising investment on public transport
networks as there is need for cleaner
solutions

Increase of level of liberalisation of
public transport in certain regions

Core business model is circular in
nature upcycling materials (e.g. metals,
plastics), putting them back into the
economy at the highest point of utility

Differentiated market position given
focus on maximising value extraction
and minimising waste through
investment in market leading plant,
machinery and technological innovation

By working with Recycling Lives,
customers reap the benefits of
enhanced CSR, due to the strong
environmental and social value
creation activities

STRATEGY

Technology supports all main
transportation modes (incl. bus, rail,
tube, airplane), with truly global scale

Goal improves efficiency,
sustainability and reliability of public
transport through its software service

Goal's business model is about
optimising service levels, minimising
cost and resources, while improving
the competitiveness of its clients

STRATEGY

CORE BUSINESS

874KT

of waste tonnage accepted across
all sites, focused on high-quality
recyclable materials

95%

of annual waste diverted from landfill,
contributing to a circular economy

900,000 tn

of CO2 saved through all metals recovered

ESG LEADERSHIP
ENVIRONMENTAL
→ 100% sites powered by
renewable energy, 3400
tonnes of CO2 saved from
scope 1 and 2 emission
reduction

CORE BUSINESS
SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

→ £22M of social value
delivered supporting
disadvantaged groups
at RL and its Charity

→ Set sustainability strategy
identifying 10 future
workstreams to reap the
benefits from market headand tailwinds for growth

→ Set up energy management → Less than 5% reoffending
→ Aligning corporate
platform for power, energy
rates with RL’s programme
goals with Sustainable
and water consumption
providing rehabilitation
Development Goals and
across the group
and access to employment
the Global Reporting
for previous offenders
initiative
→ Setting up data driven
→ Delivered 3m meals in
targets monitoring key
collaboration with the RL
plant and machinery usage
Charity food programme
across the group
leveraging its strong
distribution network
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→ Applied for B Corp
certification, a recognition
of a company’s high
ESG standards

25

countries with Goal's presence

125+

number of loyal customer base including
leading public transport operators such as
Alsa, SNCF, Renfe etc.

3-5%

Of efficiency gained on average through
Goal’s product, resulting in CO2 emissions
reductions

ESG LEADERSHIP
ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

→ Launched an electric bus
product to help with
a transition to e-fleets

→ D&I policy put in place
working with an external
consultancy

→ Hired two female exec
committee members,
increasing female
representation to 30%

→ Working with customers
to measure and capture
environmental benefits

→ Working through
remuneration and
retention policy

→ Online content
development to underline
environmental benefits
and efficiency of the core
business model

→ Implementing HR
software to allow for better
and more transparent
→ Increase accountability
performance management
and clarity of reporting
across employee base
lines
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TRAK GLOBAL GROUP

BOREALIS HOTEL GROUP

A leading global vehicle telematics company focused on motor
vehicle insurance
Trak provides hardware and software to measure and manage driver
and vehicle risk within personal lines insurance and fleet operations,
and promote positive driver behaviour and enable more accurate claims
management. Founded in 2009, Trak focuses on connected technologies
provider IMS, operating across usage-based insurance (UBI) and Mobility
(fleet telematics). The investment in technology and the completion of the
platform upgrade has allowed Trak to win recent contracts with some of the
world’s largest insurers.

INDUSTRY: Telematics Software
DATE OF INVESTMENT: 2019
HQ: UK
DEAL TYPE: Growth capital,
shareholder reorg.
SDG ALIGNMENT:

With increased demand for telematics both from insurers and end users, Trak
is well placed to build a leading global telematics business at scale. Adoption
rates remain nascent at sub-10% across key geographies, but through the
proliferation of lower cost technologies, insurance innovation and end-user
demand for usage-based products is leading to accelerated penetration.

Leading European hotel developer and operator
In close cooperation with global brands like IHG, Hilton, Accor, Marriott and
Hyatt, Borealis develops and owns hotel operations in Europe focusing on
major capital cities and airport locations. The company is actively involved
in the day-to-day operations of its hotels with a current portfolio consisting
of focused service and extended stay branded hotels.
Following the significant impact of the Covid-19 pandemic the
management team, supported by the company’s shareholders, has
restructured its organization in order to position for future growth.

INDUSTRY: Accommodation Hospitality
DATE OF INVESTMENT: 2019
HQ: Netherlands
DEAL TYPE: Growth capital
SDG ALIGNMENT:

After Covid restrictions were lifted throughout the summer 2021, Borealis
has experienced a faster than expected rebound.

THEME

Improvement of driver safety and prevention of road traffic accidents

THEME

Rise of sustainable travel

TRENDS

Road accidents account for significant
proportion of deaths and injuries

High insurance premiums for young
and occupational drivers

Occupational drivers get no specialist
training throughout their career

TRENDS

Faster than expected recovery of
leisure and business travel demand
post pandemic

Affinity for sustainable hospitality
concepts growing

Focus on hygiene and safety
post-pandemic

STRATEGY

Measuring and managing driver
safety performance reduces
speeding, collisions and accidents

Data and insights from driver
analytics make personal lines
and fleet insurance premiums
more accurate and fairer

Trak enables auto insurers to create
uniquely targeted programme
based on need and objectives

STRATEGY

Business well placed to adapt to
changing market conditions with
lean organizational structure

Borealis hosts a number of global
brands shaping the sustainability
credentials of the industry

Global hotel chains best placed to
execute hygiene concepts and build
trust with clientele, both for leisure
and business travel

CORE BUSINESS

42%

reduction in accident rate when using
telematics with young drivers

165K

active vehicles per month

80m

trips processed per month

14

countries globally deploying
Trak technology
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ESG LEADERSHIP
ENVIRONMENTAL
→ Implemented
environmental policy
for business to manage
resources more carefully

CORE BUSINESS
SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

→ Investor in People
accredited, a global
benchmark for good
people management

→ ISO27001 Certified;
Colocation center is
SOC II, SOC III certified

→ Commitment to reduce
GHG emissions by 60%
by 2032

→ 86% of team members have → Establishment of Global
completed development
Green Team; work to drive
plans; roll out of Incredible
sustainability throughout
Managers Scheme
the business and educate
→ Tracking of scope 1, 2 and 3
to support leadership
team members on our
to reduce carbon footprint
development throughout
sustainability strategy
and analyse ways to reduce
the organization
emissions
→ All team members receive
→ Reward & Recognition
GDPR, Infor and Data
platform developed
Security training annually
to provide peer2peer
recognition and reward
those that live the IMS values

S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O R T 2 0 2 1

20

hotels across Europe currently
opened or being developed

15

hotel formats hosted by 5 global
hotel brands

ACTIVE

in day-to-day management to
safeguard client experience

SAFETY

of guests provided by multiple hygiene
initiatives rolled out during 2020

ESG LEADERSHIP
ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

→ Energy measurement and
management systems
in place

→ Continuous focus on people
→ Continuous focus on
and development with 90% of
diversity and inclusion with
staff covered by skills training–
50% of women in senior
e.g. additional training provided
management roles
→ Additional attention to
for hotel staff during times with
minimise consumption at low
reduced capacity due to covid → The company has embedded
occupancy rate, reducing/
and travel restrictions
strict approval processes for
shutting down certain floors
entering into new projects,
and light installations
→ Strong community support
subject to pre-defined
hosting Ukrainian refugees
investment criteria
→ Responsible travel incentives
in hotels and donating
in place for guests e.g.
hours by staff to clean
using eco-friendly cleaning
up neighbourhood
products and shower
installations to reduce amount → Also some hotels hosted
of water used
municipality boards organising
refugee accommodation and
coordination with local charities
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DEDALUS

SA HOSPITALITY GROUP
A high-end Italian restaurant chain providing fine dining experiences
Sant Ambroeus Hospitality Group ("SAHG") is a high-end Italian restaurant
collection based out of New York and Florida. Operating in the US since
1982, it has 13 sites in New York City, Southampton and Palm Beach.
The well-established chain operates across three differentiated brands,
Sant Ambroeus, Casa Lever and Felice, offering unique product offerings
and experiences.
Relying on a loyal and strong customer base, the ambition is to build
a leading global fine dining restaurant chain through national and
international rollout.

INDUSTRY: Food and Beverage
- Hospitality
DATE OF INVESTMENT: 2020
HQ: USA
DEAL TYPE: Growth capital,
shareholder reorg.
SDG ALIGNMENT:

Leading European Digital Health player strategically positioned to
drive the healthcare sector's digital transformation
Dedalus is the leading healthcare and diagnostic software provider in
Europe. Dedalus covers the whole spectrum of needs for healthcare
operators (including private and public hospitals, laboratories and doctors),
supporting more than 6,000 healthcare organisations around the world.
From 2016 Dedalus has grown organically and through acquisitions in
Italy and Europe expanding its presence to 40 countries. Throughout
2020-22, Dedalus continued strategic consolidation making 12 additional
investments, of which 8 in the last 12 months, including the transformative
acquisitions of the healthcare divisions of AGFA and DXC Technology.

INDUSTRY: Healthcare
Software
DATE OF INVESTMENT: 2020
HQ: Italy
DEAL TYPE: Growth capital,
minority buyout
SDG ALIGNMENT:

Dedalus’ core mission is dedicated to the improvement of healthcare
management in both public and private health infrastructures, to
efficiently manage patient data throughout the surgical pathway and
rising patient engagements throughout the continuum of care.

In 2021 it has also added a presence in Milan, Italy, acquiring the historic
Sant Ambroeous pasticceria, where the brand was born. The acquisition
creates a leading international group and a unique brand in the sector.

THEME

Rise of conscious consumerism and healthy eating trends

THEME

Digitalization and innovation in healthcare management

TRENDS

Rise of conscious consumerism

Consumer spend on quality
and experiences

Consumer focus on hygiene
post pandemic

TRENDS

Increasing need for healthcare
systems’ efficiency through
digitalisation

Demographics and welfare drive
need for collaborative healthcare

Medical Progress through innovation
and effective data management

STRATEGY

Quality and sustainability are an
important factor to SAHG’s mission
– the majority of the ingredients
are organic and sourced locally

Fine dining well placed to offer
special experiences to increasingly
demanding customer base

SAHG has a loyal customer base
trusting its hygiene concept post
lockdown

STRATEGY

Solutions that fully cover all healthcare
system needs (patient data, digital
engagement, clinical trials, hospital
management)

Integrated software that is able
to connect different systems,
standardised data and
interoperability to enhance efficiency

Data and insights directly into
the hands of the clinicians, staffs,
and patients to gather intelligence
from data and improve diagnosis

CORE BUSINESS

13

restaurants and cafes

880

employees to date

QUALITY
& HEALTH

are at the heart of SAHG’s value
proposition, focusing on sustainable
and locally sourced produce

CORE BUSINESS

ESG LEADERSHIP
ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

→ Focus on resource efficiency
when opening new sites
evaluating fit-outs and
equipment

→ Developed onboarding
training in multiple languages
and media (e.g. video/ app) to
facilitate learning at all levels

→ Invested in Head of IT position
to upgrade technology &
safety and improve risk
management system across
the group

→ Team works to consistently
source from responsible and
local suppliers e.g. wines

→ Mission difference training
for managers to embrace
different cultures, ages and
limit bias

→ Moved to buying ingredients
in smaller quantities to
manage cost of goods
sold and reduce waste

→ Hired a learning and
development manager to
accelerate people and
talent agenda

→ Compostable packaging put
in place to reduce plastic
waste across the organisation
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→ Focus on diversity and
inclusion with 22% of
women being in senior
management roles

6,300

healthcare organisations using
Dedalus’ solution

27,700

GP/Doctors using Dedalus solutions
in their tasks

40%

of staff dedicated to R&D for deep
in-house expertise

540m

population served

ESG LEADERSHIP
ENVIRONMENTAL
→ Avoiding harm to the
environment and optimizing
use of energy is part of
Dedalus’ code of ethics

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

→ Hired 1,200 new employees,
→ Approved a new global data
with 40% of new joiners being
protection policy and global
female and 64% are millennials
data protection governance
and gen Z
model

→ Plan underway to measure and → Upgraded talent and
reduce carbon footprint
management systems and
restructured HR to improve
→ Goal to become carbon neutral
employee performance
by 2030 for the group
management
→ Supported healthcare
providers giving access to
digital patient file solution to
register all data of incoming
Ukrainian refugees

→ Organised extensive
trainings including a data
protection week, dedicated to
cybersecurity, safeguarding and
protecting clients and patients
→ Hired a new data protection
officer
→ Embedded the Italian
governance decree 231
to limit exposure to
corporate criminal liability
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PROJECT LALA

SEC NEWGATE

Members club for diverse guests delivering unique experiences
In December 2021, THCP completed a £20m investment in project Lala
to develop, open and operate a newly branded members club concept.
Working with Gary Landsberg, a renowned entrepreneur with significant
expertise in the field, this transaction represents THCP’s platform
investment – an investment thesis focused on partnerships with serial
entrepreneurs and operators to finance their growth plans.
THCP believes this new club concept represents an attractive proposition
given the sector’s recurring annual membership fees at a time when
changing working patterns are enhancing the roles of members clubs and
meeting places. The first site opening is expected in spring 2024.

THEME

Rise of conscious consumerism

TRENDS

Rise of flexible working
patterns

Loss of communities
in urban areas

STRATEGY

Lala provides alternative
meeting and working places

Lala providing space
for like-minded people

CORE BUSINESS

2 SITES

identified in US and Europe

BRAND
BUILDING

INDUSTRY: Leisure - Hospitality
DATE OF INVESTMENT: 2021
HQ: UK
DEAL TYPE: Growth capital,
shareholder reorg.
SDG ALIGNMENT:

→ Evaluating sustainable
building credentials for
new members clubs and
fit-outs

SEC is ranked among the top 20 public relations (“PR”) firms globally. THCP
provided capital to support the delisting of the business from the London
AIM, with the intention of simplifying the shareholder structure and focus
on core business. Post-investment, THCP growth capital was partially used
to complete transformational acquisition in the US, Global Strategy Group,
with remaining growth capital used to pursue further M&A opportunities.

HQ: Italy
DEAL TYPE: M&A capital,
delisting
SDG ALIGNMENT:

Rise in conscious consumerism

TRENDS

Globalisation increases need
for global communication

Growth in social media exposes
corporates to reputational risk

Commitment to sustainability
key for brands’ success

Lala aims to thread sustainability
aspects throughout its operations

STRATEGY

Top 20 communication group
worldwide, operating globally
across 5 continents, providing
modern and innovative PR services

Core business focused on crisis
management and enables
transparency through constant
platform management

Non-financial communication and
inclusivity campaigns part of SEC’s
key offering and own community
engagement

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

→ Diversity is a focus for
members going forward
and at corporate level,
with two female board
members already
appointed

→ Set up corporate
structure and put in place
governance protocols
→ Evaluating B Corp status
in the future to strengthen
sustainability credentials

TOP 20

communication groups in the world

850

professionals

43

offices across 5 continents

BUSINESS OPERATIONS CURRENTLY BEING SET UP - SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY
UNDER DEVELOPMENT

S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O R T 2 0 2 1

DATE OF INVESTMENT: 2022

Improve communications through research, advocacy and transparency

CORE BUSINESS

ongoing with sustainability
expected to thread through
the business’ operations
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Founded in 1989 and headquartered in Milan, SEC Newgate (“SEC”)
provides on a global scale data-driven, integrated services across
communications, advocacy and research to corporates and institutions.
The business operates with over 800 employees in 15 countries, servicing
large and diversified customer base, with multiple blue-chip global clients.

INDUSTRY: PR and
Communications

THEME

ESG LEADERSHIP
ENVIRONMENTAL

Global insights and research-driven strategic communications and
advocacy group

ESG LEADERSHIP
ENVIRONMENTAL
→ Offices have local
responsibility to reduce
carbon footprint e.g.
through travel policies
where low CO2 emission
modes such as trains
are encouraged
→ Initiatives in the network
include recycling, timed
lighting, cycle to work
scheme and renewable
energy where possible

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

→ Working on global people
development plan through
talent development
committee to improve
and level renumeration

→ Developing new brand
identity and Group
positioning

→ Equal opportunity
employer promoting
gender equality through
internal initiatives such as
the use of non aggressive
comms styles Parole Ostili

→ B Corp certification status
ongoing in Italy and the UK

→ Building norms and
standards for ethical
PR practices through
participation at multiple
leading industry boards

→ Launched ESG Monitor,
a global consumer
research project put in
place to examine how
ESG issues are influencing
perceptions of business
and government
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3.ESG
AT F I R M
LEVEL
It has been a positive year for the THCP community. The
following section shares some of the powerful social,
environmental and governance changes we have driven
forward across the firm, as well as our charitable initiatives
supported by the firm’s foundation.
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AT THCP
FIRM-LEVEL UPDATES
ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

During the period, as many of our employees returned
to the offices across the London, Luxembourg
and Milan houses, we have focused on making
our inhouse activities more sustainable. Under
the banner ‘Taking care of your AP House’, we have
launched multiple initiatives including improved
lighting, screen management of our meeting rooms,
encouraging going paperless, eliminating desk
bins and enhancing our recycling stations. As the
organisation grows, we will continue to instil these
behaviours going forward, cementing sustainability
as part of our company ethos.

It has been another year of growth for the firm,
increasing our headcount from 48 to 60+ as at June
2022. We continue to hire a diverse mix of backgrounds,
with 10+ languages spoken, as well as across a range
of ages and gender, where 54% of the firm’s employees
are women. Most notably, we are proud that 50% of our
senior roles are filled by women. As the organisation
grows, a focus this year was adding culture and
talent to our agenda, as well as health and wellbeing.
We have developed a set of tangible values (as per
p.49) that are we feel align to the firm’s mission, and
have translated those into our appraisal process. We
now measure employee performance against these
attributes as well as clarifying roles and progression
pathways and making it paperless. Alongside this,
THCP has also reviewed its policies, for example
extending and formalising its maternity and paternity
leave respectively. On the back of THCP’s refocus
on culture and wellbeing, it has launched several
social initiatives across the firm to provide additional
employee support. For example, as a result of Covid19’s impact on personal and professional needs,
THCP introduced regular wellbeing and mental health
sessions with external speakers.

In 2020 THCP decided to launch multiple committees
bring further alignment on firm objectives and execute
the board’s vision regarding future products, talent and
our digital strategy. These committees were implemented
in 2021 and are now fully functional, with respective
results starting to filter through the firm. Following the
success of these committees, THCP is looking to set up
more throughout 2022 to enact new initiatives.

There have also been developments with regards to
charitable fundraising at the firm. To back projects that
are outside of our investment scope, THCP launched
the Nice to Meet You Foundation (“NTMY”) in 2019.
Each year advisors that work with us donate a portion
of their professional fees, which are then matched
by THCP. This strategy has worked well to date, with
2021 displaying strong fundraising momentum. Key
highlights from NTMY include its partnership with the
London Business School Student Impact Investment
Fund (SIIF) and our investment in Starting Finance,
both of which focus on building better skills for young
people. More information on the foundation can be
found on p.44 of this chapter.

With regards to sustainable investment advocacy, we
have spent significant time with the wider community
to share our best practices and, most importantly, also
learn from others. For example, we were invited to join
the Impact Frontiers network, initiated by the Impact
Management Project, a collaboration across different
sustainable investment managers to improve impact
measurement and management practices. Our Head of
Sustainability, Stefanie Kneer, has also joined multiple
global industry events discussing opportunities and pain
points around sustainable investing. Examples include
the Impact Investor Global Summit hosted by Private
Equity International in London and, more recently, in Turin
where the country heads of the Global Steering Group for
Impact Investing came together.

Also, as per previous years, we have retired our
corporate carbon footprint from energy consumption
in our offices and business travel through working
with ACT, a legacy portfolio company that is a leader
in environmental certificate trading. This year, we
are supporting a project to stop deforestation at the
edge of a deforestation frontier in Brazil, protecting
135,105 Ha of land. This represents a direct and
quantifiable impact on climate change mitigation,
monitored, verified and certified to the Verified
Carbon Standard (VERRA).
As part of our commitment to support and promote
sustainable investing practices, this year we have
supported the City of London’s ESG Leaders Forum,
working alongside a group of leading industry
peers, to explore ways to scale sustainable capital
allocations in private markets, and identify and
promote market best practice.”
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As introduced in last year’s sustainability report, THCP
created a steering committee solely focused on
sustainability, the ESG Hub. Appointed and approved
by the THCP board, the ESG Hub is responsible for the
firm’s sustainability strategy and collaborates with the
wider THCP team to embed the right standards and
practices across the business. This year, the ESG Hub’s
highlight was initiating the firm’s B Corp certification
journey. As described below on p.42, B Corp is for
business what Fairtrade is for coffee. We believe it is
one of the most notable accreditations for a business
around ESG and impact practices. We have been
working on the assessment, improvement strategies
and final certification throughout the year and hope to
hear from the B Corp committee by end of 2022.

Lastly, THCP has focused on improving transparency
and multi-stakeholder engagement through
increasing external communications in 2021. We are
now proactively sharing content with our community,
from portfolio company updates to thought pieces,
news on our charitable practices to THCP team
insights, and more.

100%

CARBON NEUTRAL
SINCE 2019

50%

OF EMPLOYEES
ARE FEMALE, WITH HALF
OF THE SENIOR ROLES
FILLED BY WOMEN

33%

OF BOARD
IS FEMALE

CONTINUOUS FOCUS
ON SUSTAINABLE
OFFICE
MATERIALS

THCP’S FOUNDATION
RAISED €620K TO DATE
TO HELP YOUNG
PEOPLE ACCESS
EDUCATION

5

PERSON COMMITTEE
FOCUSED ON
SUSTAINABILITY
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OUR B CORP
JOURNEY
Last year THCP’s ESG Hub made the decision to begin the
firm’s journey to B Corp certification. B Corp certification
is a recognition of a company’s high ESG standards,
placing equal levels of importance on all stakeholders,
not just shareholders. To demonstrate this, companies
must create significant non-financial value for stakeholder
groups such as employees, the local community, as
well as the environment. Founded in 2016 in the US as a
grassroots movement for small businesses that wanted
to form a community, it has become a global movement,
covering all industries from small to big, including players
such as Patagonia and Danone leading the charge.
The B Corp certification process is comprehensive and
rigorous, with the average application taking over one
year to complete. Businesses are assessed on ESG

standards, size and industry, as well as the impact of their
core business model. To achieve certification, companies
must achieve a score of at least 80 out of 200 points in
the categories displayed on the right, and transparently
share their results in an annual impact report. To stay
abreast of ever evolving standards and best practices B
Corps are required to certify every three years.
As part of the B Corp journey, businesses must
change their Articles of Association to have their
mission reflect ‘profit with purpose’. THCP is proud
to say it has enacted this change, further cementing
its commitment to impact at firm-level, as opposed
to just portfolio-level. To illustrate the depth of this
requirement, please see the suggested language
provided by B Corp in the highlight box to the right.

(ii)through its business and operations,
to have a material positive impact on (a)
society and (b) the environment, taken
as a whole.
(2) A Director must act in the way he or she
considers, in good faith, most likely to
promote the success of the Company
in achieving the objects set out in
paragraph (1) above, and in doing so shall
have regard (amongst other matters) to:
a. the likely consequences of any decision
of the Directors in the long term and the
impact any such decision may have on
any affected stakeholders,
b. the interests of the Company's
employees,
c. the need to foster the Company's
business relationships with suppliers,
customers and others,
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d. the impact of the Company's
operations on the community and
the environment and on affected
stakeholders,

(4) Nothing in this Article express or implied,
is intended to or shall create or grant any
right or any cause of action to, by or for
any person (other than the Company).

e. the desirability of the Company
maintaining a reputation for high
standards of business conduct
and the impact this has on affected
stakeholders, and

(5) The Directors of the Company shall,
for each financial year of the Company,
prepare and circulate to its members an
impact report. The impact report shall
contain a balanced and comprehensive
analysis of the impact the Company’s
business has had, in a manner proportionate
to the size and complexity of the business.
The impact report shall contain such detail
as is necessary to enable the members to
have an understanding of the way in which
the Company has promoted its success
for the benefit of its members as a whole
and, through its business and operations,
sought to have a material positive impact
on society and the environment, taken as
a whole. If the Company is also required
to prepare a strategic report under the
Companies Act 2006, the Company may
choose to publish the impact report
as part of its strategic report and in
accordance with the requirements
applying to the strategic report.

f. the need to act fairly as between
members of the Company, (together,
the matters referred to above shall be
defined for the purposes of this Article
as the "Stakeholder Interests" and
each a “Stakeholder Interest”).
(3) For the purposes of a Director’s duty to
act in the way he or she considers, in good
faith, most likely to promote the success
of the Company, a Director shall not be
required to regard the benefit of any
particular Stakeholder Interest or group of
Stakeholder Interests as more important
than any other.

S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O R T 2 0 2 1

Building on our ethos that sustainability is a moral
and economic imperative, THCP is proud to now be
on a journey towards B Corp status and is expecting
to certify by end of the year. Through joining this
small collective of B Corp certified private equity
firms, THCP can continue to be ahead of the curve

by leading on best practice and shaping discourse
related to sustainability.
We also hope to attract with this commitment to
sustainability equally aligned entrepreneurs in the
future, as well as inspire and support our existing
portfolio companies to go on and/or continue
similar journeys. To date, in our third fund, THCS III,
Recycling Lives, a UK recycling business and global
research and communications agency SEC Newgate
both have embarked on this journey.
In summary, we hope to demonstrate that THCP is
not just a funding provider, but a hands-on partner
and active driver of sustainable value creation.

T H E A S S E S S M E N T L O O K S AT I M PA C T
ACROSS THE BUSINESS

A R T I C L E S O F A S S O C I AT I O N L A N G U A G E :
THE UK LEGAL REQUIREMENT
(1) The objects of the Company are to
promote the success of the Company;
(i) for the benefit of its members as
a whole; and

At a time when there is growing need to address
urgent social and environmental challenges with
private capital, often muffled by a prevalence of
‘greenwashing’, it is critical to have an independent
verification in place to validate the efforts of the
private sector. Although of ten recognised as
a leading group in sustainable finance, to date
only c. 70 private equity firms are certified B Corps
globally.

1

2

3

WORKERS

ENVIRONMENT

Mission and engagement

Career development

Environmental management

Ethics and transparency

Employee engagement

Air and climate

Governance

Health, safety and wellbeing

Water

Mission lock

Human rights

Renewable energy

Ownership

Resource conservation

GOVERNANCE

5

4

C U STO M E RS

COMMUNITY

Customer stewardship

Diversity and inclusion

Education

Supply chain management

Access to basic services

Civic engagement & giving

Economic empowerment

Local economic development
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NICE TO MEET YOU (NTMY) FOUNDATION

AC C E S S AS P I R AT I O N

NTMY foundation is the non-profit charitable organisation managed
by THCP. Its mission is to improve to improve access to education and
remove barriers to learning to guarantee the same opportunities for all – in
a nutshell TO CUT THE GAP.

MISSION

We believe in education as a force for good, and our
goal is to bring young people together. Regardless
of their background, we want to contribute to their
positive personal development, and improve their
life chances. Since incorporating NTMY in 2019
the organisation has raised more than c. €620k,
achieving the below outcomes through several
different projects.
Key priorities for next year are opening an additional
NTMY LAB in Italy, increase fundraising effort and
support Tuendelee expanding the breath of its
programme.

Access matches talented professionals with 16-18 year olds to
provide more visibility on future employment pathways. Programmes
provide general employer insights and work placements.
OUR IMPACT
• Over 2,800 students registered with the programme
• 44 schools are engaged and on-board, reaching 23 London
boroughs
• 79% of students from Black, Asian and minority ethnic backgrounds
• 95% of students reported increased knowledge of their career
options; 86% improved motivation and 89% increased confidence
(from 105 responses this academic year)
• A number of THCP employees volunteering for the programme

N T M Y L A B I TA LY

T U E N D E L E E K E N YA

MISSION

MISSION

NTMY Lab Italy aims to engage young kids through
afterschool activities. By engaging them in sports,
music and arts they aim to provide a sense of
belonging and build their confidence over time.

Tuendelee is a charity supporting tertiary education. They connect and support talented students with
potential donors and universities and in turn employers with qualified students.

OUR IMPACT

• Three beneficiaries under NTMY scholarship, which has funded full tuition undergraduate studies

• >150 kids reached through NTMY Lab

• Faith, our first Tuendelee beneficiary, will finish her course this year and was accepted at the Africa Young
Entrepreneur Support Program, a 6-month funded intensive entrepreneurship training course

• 1,800 hours of extracurricular activities across two
schools
• Academic engagement and results significantly
improved for active kids

OUR IMPACT

• Jacob, a South Sudanese refugee student in Kenya, is currently attending a Bachelor of Commerce
(Finance option) at The University of Nairobi
• A number of THCP employees volunteering for Tuendelee mentorship programme

• A number of emotional and mental health issues
identified and addressed
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ST I C H T I N G C O O P E R AT I E K R I N G A M ST E R DA M (S CA )

STARTING FINANCE

MISSION

In 2020, the firm provided financial support to Starting
Finance, an innovative Italian start-up which aims at
increasing financial and business literacy amongst
millennials.

SCA is a Dutch foundation which supports local
charity initiatives in Amsterdam that bridge the
socio-economic gap for children from disadvantaged
backgrounds, focusing on equality of opportunity in
education. NTMY’s support of SCA is concentrated
on two key projects in 2022.

The Italian population has one of the lowest levels of
financial literacy among the OECD countries, with 30%
of Italians having reached an adequate level of financial
knowledge against the OECD average of 62%.

OUR IMPACT
• Stichting Studiezalen: homework support for children
in economically disadvantaged areas of Amsterdam,
providing a safe place for children and their families
to receive life coaching (education, health, work
etc). Their initiative 'Homebase' has 42 locations
throughout Amsterdam, and on a weekly basis,
provides access to 1,400 children and gives c. 1,500
life coaching sessions to families.

• School’s Cool: A smaller organisation focusing on
improving the school-going experience of children
in disadvantaged areas. The specific project NTMY
is funding is their 'Girls House', a safe location
specifically aimed for girls in the age range of 10-14
years from socially/economically disadvantaged
background. They will receive mentoring, coaching,
educational support.

Younger generations see the financial sector as
a distant world with which it is difficult to interact
and relate to. Such financial illiteracy has serious
consequences, from personal finance to a substantial
disadvantage in the global job market.
Founded in 2018, Starting Finance, has quickly grown
to become the largest Italian community of business
and finance enthusiasts, focusing on three key pillars:

• L EARN (EDUCATION): varied education offering,
including live streaming courses and bootcamps with a
focus on business and finance topic to bridge the gap
between theory and “real life” practical topics (>1,000
students reached)
• S HARE (GAMIFICATION): gamification of financial
world through an engaging app acting as a “trading
simulator” with a number of engaging challenges
(20k downloads in the first 3 days after launch)
Additionally, Starting Finance has also created the
largest “offline” community, thanks to more than 30
university clubs operating in Italian universities across
Italy, aggregating students with a common passion in
business and finance

• INFORM (MEDIA): engaging media content and social
engagement (c. 500k followers across the various
channels)

LBS STUDENT IMPACT INVESTMENT FUND (SIIF)
THCP’s belief in the power of education drives our
partnership with the London Business School (LBS)
and SIIF, of which THCP is the sole donor. Launched in
2018, SIIF is the first European student led impact fund
aiming to undertake minority investments (£25-50k) in
small ventures with a strong social impact mission.
During the academic year, LBS students source,
diligence and structure investment opportunities
in seed stage companies with significant growth
potential and measurable social impact. Students
will then present the investment opportunities
to the investment committee formed by industry
professionals, including Barbara and Stefanie from
the THCP ESG Hub, and faculty members who select
a suitable venture for the fund. During the 2021
academic year, c.20 teams participated, comprising
84 students, which represents a 56% increase from
2018.

• Annie, the company’s product and world’s first Braille
literacy device, helps the visually impaired to learn,
read, write, and type in Braille.
• LBS SIIF joins a group of established investors and
the funds will be used for business development
and its expansion efforts in India and international
markets.

In addition, we are also pleased to announce SIIF's
maiden investment in Thinkerbell Labs in India:
• Thinkerbell is an innovative education technology
company, building solutions to make education more
inclusive and accessible.
Example Instagram feed produced by Social Finance
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OUR MISSION

OUR VALUES

Sustainability and a strong culture of respect underpin the way we conduct
business. Sustainability and the ambition to be the best we can be defines
THCP’s corporate identity and is at the heart of everything we do as outlined
in our manifesto below:

The firm’s core beliefs and behaviours inform what we say and how we
act. We have developed a team of individuals with diverse backgrounds
and experiences, all committed to making the firm the very best it can be.
Below is a distillation of our collective character in our values.

WE BELIEVE IN...
Giving people and ideas the chance to thrive.
Sharing knowledge and experience
to achieve positive outcomes.
Democratising the access to alternative
investments with superior returns.
Supporting and encouraging all our partners
to be the very best they can be.
Trusting in each other.

COMMUNITY

CONVICTION

We contribute to society, locally and globally. We care
about what happens to each other and what happens
in the wider world. We are engaged, welcoming,
human, and supportive. Collaboration is important to
us, and we make room for different voices and different
opinions.

We are active listeners leading with quiet authority
and proven calibre. Our sense of confident ambition
is inspiring. We have the conviction to try new things.
We have belief in our investments, and we have faith in
each other.

MODERN

OPEN

A new generation of investment capital, we embody
good business, our people, our processes, and our
purpose. We are inventive, inspirational, ambitious,
positive, and different. We push things forward and we
positively lead change.

We are an open house welcoming open minds. We
are always willing to share ideas and knowledge.
We advocate different points of view, respecting
and celebrating the varied make-up of our global
community.

STRAIGHTFORWARD

ENTREPRENEURIAL

We are dealing with shared futures; two-way trust
is everything. We are unambiguous and transparent
and unafraid to share opinions. We work hard towards
enduring, respectful and fruitful partnerships.

We grow together, with energy, creativity, self-belief,
and determination. We always look for the opportunity.
We build longstanding connections to solve problems
and make good things happen – faster.

Using kindness as a tool to achieve success.
Communicating with openness and honesty.
Treating everyone with respect.
Working towards environmentally sustainable goals.
Building not just a company but a community.

THINK ATYPICAL.
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HIGH IMPACT
We are here for greater impact. We are ambitious,
precise, and focused. We excel but always look for
improvement. We identify opportunities and act upon
them. Good enough is never enough.
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THREE HILLS CAPITAL PARTNERS is an innovative investment house providing flexible
capital solutions to successful entrepreneurs and management teams in the European
mid-market.
We want to thank our management teams, partners and investors in the funds we manage,
without whom none of this would be possible.

If you are interested in getting in touch with us, please send an email to:
INVESTORS@THREEHILLS.COM

THREE HILLS CAPITAL PARTNERS is powered by ATYPICAL PARTNER.

LONDON
25A Soho Square
W1D 3QR London
United Kingdom

MILAN
Villa Molera
Via Joe Colombo, 20124
Milan, Italy

LUXEMBOURG
42 Rue De La Vallée
661 Luxembourg
Grand Duche De Luxembourg

+44 (0)20 3056 9540
INFO@THREEHILLS.COM

+39 02 82959110
INFO@THREEHILLS.COM

+35 220 88 0176
INFO@THREEHILLS.COM
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